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Etsy Shop Owner assumes a great deal of the day-to-day operations of a business. 
The manager typically hires and manages a sales and inventory staff, oversees daily 
deposits and often is required to open and close the store.

EXPERIENCE

Etsy Shop Owner
MemoryMakingMama - JANUARY 2016 – 2022

 Created a company mission statement that guides the 
company&rsquo;s vision and values.

 Hired, trained, scheduled, supervised, and evaluated employees.
 Ensured that all federal, state, and local laws are followed in all 

business activities.
 Analyzed financial statements and trends to manage cash flow and 

make business decisions.
 Determined pricing for products or services based on costs and 

competition.
 Developed marketing strategies for products or services to increase 

sales and brand awareness.
 Evaluated customer satisfaction to improve customer service and 

product offerings.

Etsy Shop Owner 
Delta Corporation - 2013 – 2016

 Create a welcoming experience by authentically greeting all guests.
 Observe to quickly understand whether a guest needs assistance or 

wants to interact. Follow body language and verbal clues to tailor 
your approach.

 Engage with guests in a genuine way, which include asking questions 
to better understand their specific needs.

 Be knowledgeable about the tools, products, and services available in
the total store, and specific to your area, to solve issues for the guest 
and improve their experience.

 Thank the guest in a genuine way and let them know we&rsquo;re 
happy they chose to shop at Target.

 Be an expert and dedicated owner of select GM areas to ensure sales 
floor is zoned, in stock and accurately signed for guests.

 Acknowledge guests as you complete workload with minimal guest 
disruption; review sales trends to understand how to prioritize daily 
workload based on business and guest needs.
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EDUCATION

 High school diploma/GED

SKILLS

Strong leadership and customer management abilities.
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